Low-order boundary conditions Natural boundary conditions Fig. 1 . Smoothing a noisy function with common low-order boundary conditions introduces a bias at the boundary: isolines exit perpendicularly. We propose using a different smoothness energy whose natural boundary conditions avoid this bias.
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In geometry processing, smoothness energies are commonly used to model scattered data interpolation, dense data denoising, and regularization during shape optimization. The squared Laplacian energy is a popular choice of energy and has a corresponding standard implementation: squaring the discrete Laplacian matrix. For compact domains, when values along the boundary are not known in advance, this construction bakes in low-order boundary conditions. This causes the geometric shape of the boundary to strongly bias the solution. For many applications, this is undesirable. Instead, we propose using the squared Frobenious norm of the Hessian as a smoothness energy. Unlike the squared Laplacian energy, this energy's natural boundary conditions (those that best minimize the energy) correspond to meaningful high-order boundary conditions. These boundary conditions model free boundaries where the shape of the boundary should not bias the solution locally. Our analysis begins in the smooth setting and concludes with discretizations using finite-differences on 2D grids or mixed finite elements for triangle meshes. We demonstrate the core behavior of the squared Hessian as a smoothness energy for various tasks.
INTRODUCTION
Smoothness energies are commonly used in graphics, geometry processing and image processing to model deformations, denoise densely sampled measurements, and interpolate sparse scattered data. Compared to those involving first derivatives, smoothness energies involving second derivatives are by definition more expressive, but also more challenging to control. For example, minimizing the squared-norm of the gradient of an unknown function u integrated over a bounded domain Ω ⊂ R 2
results in a second-order Laplace equation with only one set of prescribable boundary conditions (either fixed values, normal derivatives, or linear combinations thereof).
Meanwhile, minimizing the squared Laplacian energy
results in a fourth-order bi-Laplace equation with many different combinations of prescribable boundary conditions (values and normal derivatives; values and Laplacians; normal derivatives and Laplacians; etc.). This greater expressive power comes with greater responsibility during modeling. Most previous works enforce low-order boundary conditions. We claim that these assume a strong prior on the unknown function. For example, consider heat flow over a thermally-conductive plate. Dirichlet boundary conditions correspond to fixing zeroth-order temperatures along the plate rim, whereas Neumann boundary conditions correspond to fixing first-order change in temperature across the rim into a known medium (e.g., zero change into a vacuum).
Neumann boundary conditions do not fix values explicitly, so at first glance these conditions seem appropriate for modeling free boundary problems such as data smoothing or scattered data interpolation. However, their effect on the function's first-order behavior near the boundary leads to noticeable -often unintentional -bias (see Fig. 1 ).
Consider the boundary treatment when interpolating scattered data over the irregular domain in Fig. 2 . Standard low-order boundary conditions will cause the interpolation to follow the boundary shape (isolines perpendicular to the boundary, orange arrows). These conditions model boundaries that demarcate a salient transition in the domain (e.g., between a solid object and the vacuum surrounding it). Sometimes, the boundary simply encloses the region where data is defined, without making a strong statement of how space is carved up. One option would be to ignore the given domain and instead solve over a naive extension into the surrounding space. As a clear consequence, data will bleed across the original domain boundaries (orange circle a carefully chosen high-order smoothness energy model a different behavior, where boundaries still demarcate the shape but allow the interpolated data to determine the low-order behavior near the boundary. Isolines are not biased toward the boundary and bleeding is avoided.
In this paper, we consider a measure of smoothness over irregular domains subject to high-order boundary conditions. Intuitively, high-order effects are less noticeable. However, high-order boundary conditions will require careful consideration. Some high-order boundary conditions will result in arbitrarily non-smooth boundary values (see Fig. 3 ). Rather than hunt for alternative high-order boundary conditions for the popular squared Laplacian energy, we propose minimizing a different second-order energy, the squared Frobenious norm of the Hessian or simply squared Hessian energy:
where H u ∈ R 2×2 is the symmetric matrix of second-order partial derivatives. While this energy appears frequently in the mechanics and image processing literatures, it has not been applied and analyzed as a smoothness energy for geometry processing on irregular domains. If both Dirichelet and Neumann boundary conditions are enforced, then minimizers of E H 2 and E ∆ 2 will be identical. However, these two energies offer dramatically different behavior for "free" or natural boundaries where no explicit boundary conditions are enforced. Natural boundary conditions are those that, among all possible boundary conditions, minimize the given energy.
Unlike the natural boundary conditions of the squared Laplacian energy, those of the squared Hessian energy admit well-behaved solutions without strong bias near the boundary (see Fig. 3 ). We show the implications of this when modeling smoothness in geometry processing. We derive these boundary conditions and analyze their effects in detail. The advantages of the squared Hessian energy are especially pronounced for irregular domains (e.g., non-convex domains with arbitrarily shaped, non-axis-aligned boundaries).
To demonstrate practical results for typical applications of smoothness energies, we discretize the squared Hessian energy with natural boundary conditions following the same steps that have been used to discretize the square Laplacian energy previously, using finite differences on 2D grids and mixed finite-elements on triangle meshes.
Alongside our core contribution of providing a boundary-insensitive smoothness energy for geometry processing tasks on irregular domains, we also demonstrate how our formulation leads to a novel L 1 -norm minimization for piecewise planar data reconstruction as well as a smooth understanding of previous discrete methods for linear subspace design for real-time shape deformation.
BACKGROUND
Before discussing related works specifically, we establish concretely what we mean by natural boundary conditions.
Definition: natural boundary conditions
In the calculus of variations, the term natural boundary conditions refers specifically to boundary conditions appearing in the EulerLagrange equation of an energy minimization problem that were not imposed beforehand (see [Gelfand and Fomin 1963, p. 26] or [Giaquinta and Hildebrandt 1996, p. 34] ). This definition is general in that it applies to any energy or partially constrained energy. Just like other types of boundary conditions, it is possible to witness natural boundary conditions on one part of a domain's boundary and explicitly enforce different boundary conditions on another part.
Natural boundary conditions achieve the lowest energy among all possible boundary conditions for a given minimization problem. Consequently, natural boundary conditions heavily depend on the energy being minimized. As we will see, the natural boundary conditions of the squared gradient energy in Equation (1), the squared Laplacian energy in Equation (2), and the Equation (3) are all strikingly different.
Related Work
The natural boundary conditions of E ∆ 2 and E H 2 were considered by Courant and Hilbert [1924] . Since then, second-derivative energies have been considered in various fields, including data, image, and geometry processing. Earlier work also relates to ours in how the energy, boundary conditions, and domain are chosen, and in their application.
2.2.1 Geometry Processing. High-order smoothness energies are a popular and powerful tool. Discretizations of the squared Laplacian energy have been used for surface fairing [Desbrun et al. 1999] , smooth surface displacements [Andrews et al. 2011; Botsch and Kobbelt 2004; Sorkine et al. 2004; Zhou et al. 2005] , smooth geodesic distance computation [Lipman et al. 2010] , data smoothing [Weinkauf et al. 2010] , and regularization during other high-level operations [Cao et al. 2015 [Cao et al. , 2014 Huang et al. 2006; Jones et al. 2016; Zhou et al. 2010] . These and other works square the discrete cotangent Laplacian for triangle meshes [Pinkall and Polthier 1993] . This Laplacian matrix L is constructed assuming zero Neumann boundary conditions (i.e., for a boundary edge ij with opposite angle α i j , L i j = cot α i j ). Squaring this matrix effectively bakes in these conditions. Jacobson et al. [2010] confirm that this construction agrees with a convergent mixed finite element discretization of minimizing E ∆ 2 subject to zero Neumann boundary conditions (∇u · n = 0).
Squaring L is an intuitive and easy way to handle unconstrained boundaries when employing E ∆ 2 . However, we show that zero Neumann boundary conditions are not natural for E ∆ 2 according to the mathematical definition in Section 2.1. Perhaps surprisingly, the true natural boundary conditions of E ∆ 2 are not useful in general (see Fig. 3 ). Meanwhile, the "not natural" zero Neumann conditions are clearly quite useful, as evidenced by the sheer number of geometry processing methods that impose them and achieve great results for their respective applications [Finch et al. 2011; Jacobson et al. 2011 Jacobson et al. , 2012 Kavan et al. 2011; Landreneau and Schaefer 2010; Lipman et al. 2010; Rustamov 2011; Sýkora et al. 2014; Weber et al. 2012; Weinkauf et al. 2010] . And yet, we will present evidence that the natural boundary conditions of E H 2 can be more useful than either the zero Neumann or natural boundary conditions of E ∆ 2 in contexts where boundaries should minimally influence the solution.
Natural boundary conditions for energies involving first derivatives are found frequently in geometry processing or related fields such as computer animation [Batty 2010; Bojsen-Hansen and Wojtan 2016] . When parameterizing surfaces, natural boundary conditions for the as-conformal-as-possible energy remove the burden of prescribing values for cut-boundaries [Cohen-Steiner and Desbrun 2002; Lévy et al. 2002; Mullen et al. 2008; Springborn et al. 2008] . The boundary conditions imposed by Desbrun et al. [2002] have been applied to different energies to which they are no longer natural per Section 2.1, though they nonetheless serve the application [Gingold et al. 2006] .
Previous works in geometry processing have considered how to discretize the Hessian of a scalar function defined on a triangulated surface [de Goes et al. 2014; Tosun et al. 2007 ]. These methods do not explore minimization of E H 2 or its natural boundary conditions. Wang et al. [2015] square a modified cotangent Laplacian to design linear subspaces for cartoon animation; they do not explicitly discuss boundary conditions. We will consider this discrete energy and its relationship to others built using discrete exterior calculus [Fisher et al. 2007 ] and non-conforming edge-based elements [Bergou et al. 2006] in Section 4.5. We show that -in contrast to these previous discrete energies -the null space of E H 2 contains and only contains affine functions, the necessary and sufficient condition for linear subspace design as set forth by Wang et al. In the infinite Euclidean domain, biharmonic radial basis functions (a.k.a, thin-plate splines) minimize E H 2 and form a useful basis for various scattered data interpolation problems [Bookstein Bookstein] . Botsch and Kobbelt [2005] applied these globally supported functions to shape deformation and modelling by densely sampling selected surface regions. Free surface boundaries are not noticed any differently from the surface interior as both are embedded in a deformation of the entire Euclidean space (see Fig. 4 ).
Energies and boundary conditions in other fields.
Second-derivative smoothness energies such as E ∆ 2 and E H 2 are found frequently in denoising, restoration, inpainting, image enhancement, and domain reduction applications. Works in image processing that specifically consider E H 2 [Didas and Weickert 2004; Lefkimmiatis et al. 2012; Lysaker and Tai 2006; Roth 2009; Terzopoulos 1984] or a broader class of energies including E H 2 as a special case [Didas et al. 2009; Lefkimmiatis et al. 2012 ] impose low-order boundary conditions, with some notable exceptions: Terzopolous [1984; 1988] was the first to employ the natural boundary conditions of E H 2 in the vision and graphics literature, in the context of surface reconstruction from images. Didas et al. [2004; 2009] invoked the natural conditions for image denoising, whereas Lefkimmiatis et al. [2012] removed boundaries altogether via periodic or reflexive identification. When smoothing over the convex image rectangle, free boundaries have diminished influence on the behavior of the solution. Applications such as inpainting frequently consider nonconvex, irregular image subregions, but enforce low-order boundary conditions explicitly to ensure value and derivative continuity [Georgiev 2004 ].
Other works consider related energies, such as the L 1 -norm of the Hessian [Lysaker et al. 2003; Steidl 2006; Yuan et al. 2009 ] (a generalization of total variation [Rudin et al. 1992] ), the energy Fig. 3 . The high-order natural boundary conditions of E ∆ 2 maintain noisy boundaries (green). Previous works use low-order boundary conditions, but this biases the solution to follow the boundary even if the input data does not (light blue). Smoothing converges to a constant function. In contrast, the high-order natural boundary conditions of E H 2 produce smooth boundary values without bias and converges to a linear function (dark blue). E H 2 interpolation over surface ∆ 2 interpolation over R 3 1 0 2 overshooting Fig. 4 . Scattered data interpolation using biharmonic radial basis functions in R 3 ignores the embedded surface and therefore also surface boundaries. In contrast, interpolation by minimizing E H 2 on the surface is "shape aware", yet not qualitatively disturbed by open boundaries.
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E ∆ 2 [Steidl et al. 2005] or variants thereof [You and Kaveh 2000] . We show how the L 1 -norm can analogously apply to smoothing geometric data.
Other authors formulate fourth-order equations directly, not via an energy of second-derivatives. For instance, Liu et al. [2015] explicitly enforce second-and third-order boundary conditions (∇u · n = ∇∆u · n = 0) on a fourth-order equation similar to the bi-Laplace equation. As we will see in Section 4, this set of boundary conditions is not natural to either E ∆ 2 or E H 2 , however they are frequently imposed on E ∆ 2 for geometry processing problems on surfaces with boundaries. E ∆ 2 and E H 2 have been used for the spectral embedding of high dimensional data [Belkin and Niyogi 2004; Donoho and Grimes 2003 ]. A generalization of E H 2 was used by Steinke and Hein [2009] for regression, using the energy's natural boundary conditions (therein referred to as implicit).
ONE DIMENSION
As a didactic exercise, let us derive natural boundary conditions for the one-dimensional squared second derivative energy integrated over the unit line segment:
where u ′ = du/dx, u ′′ = d 2 u/dx 2 and so on. Throughout, we appeal to the physical metaphor of a bending bar (see Fig. 5 ).
In practice, we minimize this energy subject to various boundary conditions or additional energy terms. However, applying the calculus of variations to the the energy's raw form will better illustrate natural boundary conditions. In the absence of explicit boundary conditions, then u is a minimizer of this energy if any infinitesimal variation εv does not change its energy:
for all sufficiently smooth functions v. In particular, v is not constrained at the boundary. Integration by parts yields
for all v. By judiciously testing with v functions, we conclude that u ′′′′ = 0 on the interior interval (0, 1) and u ′′ = u ′′′ = 0 at the boundary {0, 1}. We began without explicit boundary conditions, so these are the natural boundary conditions. Natural boundary conditions agree with the energy's null space. Any linear function u measures zero energy. Correspondingly, we can interpret the natural boundary conditions as "the solution should be linear at the boundary" (u ′′ = 0).
We can repeat this process even if we fix some but not all boundary conditions explicitly. For example, if we fix u(0) = 0 then the remaining natural boundary conditions will be u ′′ (0) = 0 and u ′′ (1) = u ′′′ (1) = 0 leaving any linear function passing through origin as a solution. If we also fix u ′ (0) = 0 then the boundary at x = 0 is fully constrained and natural boundary conditions only appear at x = 1, namely u ′′ (1) = u ′′′ (1) = 0. In this case, the problem has a unique albeit trivial solution: u = 0, the only linear function passing through the origin with zero slope.
From a mechanics perspective, natural boundary conditions correspond to zero forces and zero moments at the boundary. Fig. 5 shows an example of a uniform load applied to a bending bar (i.e., min u ∫ 1 0 (u ′′ ) 2 + u dx) with various explicit boundary conditions and each problem's resulting set of natural boundary conditions.
In two dimensions, there will be many different ways to construct a smoothness energy out of squared second derivatives. Different energies might even behave the same when boundaries are sufficiently fixed, but imply different natural boundary conditions in the presence of free boundaries. Constructing a 2D smoothness energy while only observing behavior on closed domains or with fully constrained boundaries could lead to surprising behavior when applied to domains with free boundaries.
TWO DIMENSIONS
Given a flat 2D domain Ω ⊂ R 2 with a possibly irregular yet smooth boundary, we consider two intimately related energies that measure second-order variations of a function u : Ω → R: the squared Laplacian energy E ∆ 2 (u) of Equation (2) and the squared Hessian energy E H 2 (u) of Equation (3).
Green's Identities
We will employ various Green's identities for functions in R 2 to move derivatives across inner products by introducing a boundary term. Starting with the classic identity:
Replacing u in Eq. (7) with ∆u:
Replacing v in Eq. (7) with ∆v:
Replacing u and v in Eq. (7) with ∇u T and ∇v T : Fig. 5 . A bending bar experiences a uniform load subject to various explicit boundary conditions (black, e.g., u = 2); in their absence, natural boundary conditions emerge (gray, e.g., u ′′ = 0). This physical problem has a unique solution when at least two low-order boundary conditions are imposed; otherwise, the problem becomes underconstrained and the solution tends toward infinite values.
Replacing u and ∇v in Eq. (7) with a vector u and matrix V:
where X : Y := tr (X T Y) computes the Frobenius inner product which generates the Frobenius norm X : X = ∥X∥ 2 F , and ∇ · X computes the matrix divergence of X.
Equivalence up to boundary conditions
We first show that -regardless of boundary conditions -minimizers of both E ∆ 2 and E H 2 satisfy the biharmonic equation (∆ 2 u = 0) in the interior of the domain. To avoid redundant derivations, we introduce a parameter α (cf. [Courant and Hilbert 1924; Terzopoulos 1984] ) so that setting α = 1 gives E H 2 and α = 0 gives E ∆ 2 :
As in Section 3, u is a minimizer if adding any infinitesimal variation εv will not change its energy. Thus,
for all v. Applying Equations (8) and (10) this becomes
for all v. Then applying Equation (9), we arrive at:
for all v. Because this equality must hold for any choice of v, u must be biharmonic in the interior, regardless of α:
Biharmonic functions are uniquely determined by boundary values and normal derivatives [Evans 1998, pp. 345] , therefore minimizers of E ∆ 2 and E H 2 on R 2 will be identical when explicit low-order boundary conditions are prescribed, i.e., fixing Dirichlet (u = f ) as well as Neumann (∇u · n = д) conditions. Indeed, enforcing such Fig. 6 . Subject to fixed boundary values and normal derivatives, the same biharmonic interpolation minimizes both E ∆ 2 and E H 2 , despite each energy measuring a different local quantities.
boundary conditions during calculus of variations requires considering variations such that v = ∇v · n = 0 on the boundary. This immediately implies that ∇v = 0 on the boundary and correspondingly that the entire boundary integral in Equation (15) vanishes.
In conclusion, when modeling smoothness for boundary-value interpolation problems, these energies are interchangeable despite measuring different local quantities (see Fig. 6 ).
Natural boundary conditions
In the absence of explicit boundary conditions, the variations v in Equation (15) include all sufficiently smooth functions. We choose from them specific variations to expose the natural boundary conditions of the parameterized family of energies in Equation (12). First, consider all v that vanish on the boundary but whose gradient exists only in the normal direction (v = 0 and ∇v = дn| ∂Ω , for some arbitrary function д). Second-order natural boundary conditions must hold:
Additionally, considering all v with zero normal derivative without restricting its value along the boundary ( ∇v · n = 0| ∂Ω ), we witness third-order boundary conditions must hold:
Both conditions depend on α, and therefore the natural boundary conditions for the squared Laplacian and squared Hessian energies indeed differ (ref. [Courant and Hilbert 1924] ). We now build an intuition for these conditions for canonical choices of α and contrast their behavior when modeling smoothness on domains with free boundaries. Fig. 7 . Ten lowest frequency modes of E ∆ 2 with natural boundary conditions on a 2D Cheeseman include random harmonic functions with high oscillation near the boundary (top). Adding zero Neumann boundary conditions to E ∆ 2 causes modes to reproduce familiar Laplacian eigenfunctions (middle). In contrast, modes of E H 2 with natural boundary conditions include affine functions and other low frequency functions without constrained normal derivatives (bottom). 
Contrasting natural boundary behavior
For the squared Laplacian energy E ∆ 2 (α = 0), unconstrained minimizers of E ∆ 2 (α = 0) will be biharmonic on the interior (∆ 2 u = 0) and satisfy natural boundary conditions forcing the solution to be harmonic along the boundary (∆u = 0) and continue to be harmonic across the boundary (∇∆u · n = 0). Consistent with our understanding from Section 2.1, these boundary conditions agree with the energy's null space: any harmonic function u measures zero energy
For the squared Hessian energy E H 2 (α = 1), unconstrained minimizers are also biharmonic on the interior (∆ 2 u = 0), but satisfy different natural boundary conditions forcing the function to be linear in the normal direction (n T H u n = 0) and after that continue with low variation along the boundary ∇∆u · n + ∇ t T H u n · t = 0. Again, this agrees with the null space: all linear functions measure zero energy.
The null space of E ∆ 2 is infinite dimensional: for any boundary values, there exists a harmonic function interpolating them. This renders the E ∆ 2 with natural boundary conditions rather useless as a smoothness energy. For data smoothing, noisy data along the boundary will simply remain, since there exists an interpolating harmonic function that can be added without affecting the energy (see Fig. 3, left) .
In contrast, the linear functions in the null space of E H 2 are finite dimensional and intuitive. For data smoothing, this null space models "in the absence of any other information, fit a linear function" (see Fig. 3, right) .
Low-frequency eigenfunctions of smoothness energies are a standard way to construct a smooth low-frequency function space in geometry processing. Typically, previous works use the low-order Dirichlet energy in Equation (1) with its natural boundary conditions (∇u · n = 0) [Hildebrandt et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2007 ]. Such modal analysis on the higher-order E ∆ 2 with its natural boundary conditions is not practical because low-frequency modes are polluted with arbitrary harmonic functions (see Fig. 7, top) . Explicitly enforcing zero Neumann boundary conditions ∇u · n = 0 on E ∆ 2 alleviates this but simply results in the same spectrum as E ∇ 2 (up to squared eigenvalues, [Lipman et al. 2010] ). In contrast, the low frequency modes of E H 2 provide a new, smooth, and well-behaved basis (see Fig. 7 ).
4.4.1 Mixing with explicit boundary conditions. We examine how explicitly enforcing certain boundary conditions changes the remaining natural boundary conditions. For example, to explicitly enforce values of u along the boundary (Dirichlet conditions), we must assume that our test function v vanishes on the boundary (v = 0| ∂Ω in Equations 13-15. Only second-order natural boundary conditions Subspace deformation using… …DEC energy ...E H 2 …Bergou et al. 's energy Fig. 9 . The smoothness energy built using discrete exterior calculus in Equation (20) is not suitable for linear subspace design. In contrast, deformations using Equation (21) or E H 2 are similarly appropriate.
remain. For E ∆ 2 , the additional natural boundary conditions are ∆u = 0. For E H 2 , they are n T H u n = 0.
As discussed in Section 2, many previous works in geometry processing minimize the squared Laplacian energy E ∆ 2 subject to zero Neumann conditions ( ∇u · n| ∂Ω = 0). We obtain that the only additional natural boundary conditions are third-order: ∇∆u · n = 0.
For data smoothing, zero Neumann boundary conditions encourage functions to be flat near the boundary. The null space correspondingly shrinks to contain only constant functions. If the smoothness energy dominates over the data, then a best fit constant function is found (see Fig. 3, center) . For arbitrary domains, the zero Neumann boundary conditions create a strong boundary sensitivity (see Fig. 8 ).
Relationship to previous discrete energies
The null space of the squared Hessian energy E H 2 contains and only contains linear functions. In the context of real-time shape deformation, Wang et al. [2015] specify that this is precisely the condition needed of a smoothness energy for linear subspace design. With this property as a goal, Wang et al. and other previous works have designed discrete energies by modifying the discrete cotangent Laplace operator, L ∈ R n×n , for a triangle mesh with n vertices and k edges. The unmodified discrete Laplace operator L can be derived via a finite-element discretization of the squared gradient energy in Equation (1), and the discrete energy preserves the smooth structure of having only constant functions in its null space. In contrast, the following two discrete modifications of L do not have known smooth analogs, and as such are more susceptible to errors and more challenging to analyze [Wang et al. 2017] .
4.5.1 Discrete exterior calculus. Fisher et al. [2007] construct a discrete energy for tangent vector field design using discrete exterior calculus (DEC) on triangle meshes. Their energy measures the sum of discrete divergences of a given vector field v via:
where ⋆ 0 , ⋆ 1 and d 0 are the discrete Hodge star operators for zeroand one-forms and the discrete differential matrix for one-forms respectively, following the adjustments when building F for free boundaries as described in [Fisher et al. 2007 ]. If we replace the unknown vector field v with the differential of an unknown scalar field d 0 u, we can build a discrete smoothness energy of a scalar field:
where the matrix M ∈ R n×n is the (lumped) per-vertex mass matrix, and the non-symmetric matrix K ∈ R n×n matches the description of the operator in [Wang et al. 2015] constructed by adding the normal derivative operator N ∈ R n×n to the standard cotangent Laplacian L. This same matrix K has been previously shown to contain at least linear functions in its right null space [Crane 2009 ].
Nonlinear null vector of DEC energy
Unfortunately, for some meshes this matrix -and by extension the energy it defines -contains other non-linear functions in its null space (see inset). This does not appear to be a simpler matter of mesh resolution or numerics. From the point of view of linear subspace design (see Fig. 9 ), this null space is too big.
Following the DEC construction, taking the divergence of the gradient should correspond to the smooth Laplace operator (∆ = ∇ · ∇). If the discrete energy in Equation (20) were structure preserving, then we would expect it to produce discrete natural boundary conditions for the squared Laplacian energy E ∆ 2 and match its null space of all harmonic functions (see Fig. 7 ). However, eigen analysis of this energy for typical meshes produces a small number (≥ 3) of null modes. From a structure preservation standpoint, this null space is too small. 4.5.2 Non-conforming finite-elements. Wang et al. [2015] use an alternative construction to create their results [Wang et al. 2017] . Normal derivatives are added to the edge-based Laplacian L cr ∈ R k×k resulting from the Crouzeix-Raviart non-conforming finiteelement discretization of the squared gradient energy in Equation (1):
where E ∈ R k ×n averages vertex values onto incident edges, M cr ∈ R k×k is the Crouzeix-Raviart mass matrix, and N cr ∈ R k ×k computes normal derivatives at boundary edges. This energy corresponds to one of two discrete energies proposed by Bergou et al. [2006] to model plate bending under the assumption of isometric deformation as the squared Laplacian (E ∆ 2 ) of the displacement coordinate functions. Bergou et al. do not discuss boundary conditions and the discrete boundary conditions of their two proposed discrete energies differ (the other corresponding to E ∆ 2 subject to zero-Neumann boundary conditions).
Perhaps surprisingly, the discrete energy in Equation (21) behaves very similarly to the squared Hessian energy E H 2 despite its motivation by both Bergou et al. [2006] and Wang et al. [2015] as a discrete analog to E ∆ 2 . In contrast to the DEC energy in Equation ( et al. energy contains and only contains linear functions. Resulting subspace deformations are visually indistinguishable from those using E H 2 (see Fig. 9 ).
Unfortunately, while the discrete energy in Equation (21) clearly does not behave like a discretization of E ∆ 2 with natural boundary conditions, it also does not converge to smooth minimizers of E H 2 with its natural boundary conditions (see Fig. 10 ). It remains unclear -and outside our scope -to show whether this discrete energy converges to yet some other continuous energy.
DISCRETIZATION
For our experiments, we discretize the energies E ∆ 2 and E H 2 using either the finite difference method on regular 2D grids restricted to a bounded subregion Ω ⊂ R 2 or the mixed finite element method on irregular triangle meshes.
Finite differences
For finite differences on a 2D regular grid, we use standard central differences to compute each entry of the Hessian at all interior nodes [Fornberg 1988 ] (see Appendix A).
Our discretization on grids is in agreement with those used in image processing on rectangular domains [Didas et al. 2009 ]. As expected, this standard finite difference discretization converges under refinement (see Fig. 10 ). No special treatment is required in the case of non-convex, irregular domains beyond ensuring that all interior nodes have neighboring nodes in all eight directions.
Mixed Finite Elements
The common discretization of the squared Laplacian energy with zero Neumann boundary conditions on a mesh with n vertices and m faces is constructed by squaring the cotangent Laplacian L ∈ R n×n :
where M ∈ R n×n is a (often lumped) mass matrix. Jacobson et al. [2010] demonstrated that this discrete energy can be derived by applying the mixed finite element method to the continuous energy minimization problem.
Following their steps, we can similarly discretize the natural boundary conditions 1 of the squared Laplacian energy:
where X(j, k) indicates slicing rows and columns corresponding to vertex lists j and k respectively, and specifically i and a are the lists of interior vertices and all vertices respectively. It is clear from this construction that any discrete harmonic function (L(i, a)u = 0) will measure zero energy regardless of boundary values. This is correct from the point of view of structure preservation, and validates the arbitrary boundary behavior observed when using these natural boundary conditions for smoothing (see Fig. 3 ). We can follow similar steps to use the mixed finite element method to discretize the squared Hessian energy. Beginning in the smooth setting, we introduce an auxiliary matrix-valued variable V constrained to be equal to the Hessian of the unknown function on the interior of the domain via a matrix-valued Lagrange multiplier function Λ which is free on the interior and clamped to zero on the boundary:
Applying the Green's identity from Equation (11) to the Λ : H u term, we move a derivative from u to Λ:
Applying a functional variation to V, we immediately see that the solution must be obtained when V = Λ| Ω , so we can substitute Λ out:
This saddle problem involves only first derivatives. We may use standard piecewise-linear elements for u and each of the four coordinate functions of V (with V = 0| ∂Ω because Λ = 0| ∂Ω ). Factoring out the degrees of freedom corresponding to V, we have a discretization of the squared Hessian energy with natural boundary conditions:
where G,A,D, andM are the discrete gradient operator, diagonal matrix of triangle areas, discrete matrix divergence operator and discrete mass matrix (see Appendix B).
Triangle meshes in 3D
So far we have only consider flat domains Ω ⊂ R 2 . In geometry processing, curved surfaces, and especially those with boundaries, will benefit analogously from our analysis of smoothness energies (see Fig. 11 ). We can trivially extend our discrete construction of E H 2
Noisy function E H 2 E ∆ 2 , ∇ · n = 0 Fig. 11 . Low-order boundary conditions are the de facto standard in geometry processing (middle), but they introduce bias at the boundary (inset). Switching to the squared Hessian energy alleviates this.
to triangle meshes immersed in R 2 by extending the gradient and matrix divergence operators in Equation (26) to compute 3D rather than 2D vectors. This amounts to temporarily treating the Hessian as a 3 × 3 matrix. This extension is inspired by the construction of the discrete Laplacian for surfaces built by trivially extending the gradient operator to compute per-face 3D vectors while maintaining the property that: L = G T AG.
5.3.1 Future work: accounting for curvature.
Fiedler vectors
On a closed surface, the eigenmodes of the smooth biharmonic equation ∆ 2 u = 0 should match those of the Laplace equation ∆u = 0 (up to squared eigenvalues). For curved surfaces, this is not true of our mixed finite element discretization of E H 2 extended to 3D (see inset). On curved surfaces, the Green's identities from Section 4.1 become more complicated, since the gradients are replaced with covariant derivatives containing curvature terms (i.e., Christoffel symbols). While building discrete analogs of covariant derivatives is an active topic (e.g., [Azencot et al. 2015; Liu et al. 2016] ), previous works do not specifically consider E H 2 or -especially -its natural boundary conditions. Regardless, our naive extension to 3D enables our main results concerning free boundaries to operate on surface meshes. Accounting for curvature terms on triangle meshes (or possibly some higherorder representation), with and without boundary, remains as future work.
EXPERIMENTS & APPLICATIONS
Smoothness energies are a fundamental ingredient in geometry processing algorithms. We tour applications using the Hessian to define smoothness. We solve the resulting sparse linear systems using MATLAB and quadratic programs using Mosek [Andersen and Andersen 2000] . We verified that both our discretizations (see Section 5) converge toward the analytic minimizer of E H 2 on an annular domain with radially symmetric fixed value and third-order natural boundary conditions (see, e.g., Fig. 10 ). The computational complexity of minimizing E H 2 is equivalent to minimizing E ∆ 2 : in both cases the number of non-zeros per-row is less than or equal to the size of the corresponding vertex's two-neighborhood. ...minimizing E H 2 ...minimizing E ∆ 2 bounded biharmonic weights... The simplest demonstration of these energies is to reconstruct a smooth function while interpolating values at specific points. For flat domains with interpolated values and normal derivatives along the boundary, the reconstructions minimizing E ∆ 2 and E H 2 will agree (see Fig. 6 ). If the boundary is left unconstrained or partially constrained then natural boundary conditions will appear for each respective energy (see Fig. 2 ). In all examples, differences are best identified by observing how isolines meet with the boundary: zero Neumann boundary conditions cause the isolines to be perpendicular to the boundary, while high-order natural boundary conditions do not force this behavior (see Fig. 8 ).
Linear subspace design for cartoon deformation is a special case of scattered data interpolation. Instead of interpolating colors or temperatures, displacements are interpolated over a 2D cartoon or surface (ref., . Minimizing E H 2 with its natural boundary conditions and Kronecker delta values at specified point handles, we we can define a linear basis for smooth deformation interpolation displacements at these points. Like previous approaches [Wang et al. 2015] , the minimizing functions of E H 2 are linearly precise and therefore form a coordinate system for R 2 . They are therefore a form of cage-free generalized barycentric coordinates ("Hessian coordinates"). In contrast to previous work, like the coordinates of Wang et al., Hessian coordinates are defined by a smooth energy where it is easy to show that all and only linear functions exist in its null space (see Fig. 7 ). Fig. 9 shows that the deformation behavior is similar that of Wang et. al. [2015] Similarly, automatic methods for computing linear blend skinning weights have employed smoothness energies [Baran and Popović 2007] . Classic bounded biharmonic weights minimize E ∆ 2 subject to zero Neumann boundary conditions [Jacobson et al. 2011 ] and bound constraints. Zero Neumann boundary conditions at the outer boundary of a 2D shape give bounded biharmonic weights their characteristic "shape-awareness" property, but -as seen in Fig. 12 -the natural boundary conditions of E H 2 are better at ignoring the bullet holes shot into the Cactus.
We now turn our attention to another common use for a smoothness energy: dense data denoising or fairing. To do so, we can optimize a function u that minimizes the weighted sum of a data term (L 2 -norm of difference between u and a noisy input function f ) and the L 2 smoothness energy (e.g., E ∆ 2 or E H 2 ). When using E ∆ 2 for data smoothing on domains with free boundaries, previous methods (e.g., [Weinkauf et al. 2010] ) enforce low-order boundary conditions 1:10 • Oded Stein, Eitan Grinspun, Max Wardetzky, and Alec Jacobson to ensure that noisy boundary values are not simply interpolated (see Fig. 3 ).
The biasing effect of these low-order conditions is apparent: the heavier the smoothing, the more the solution becomes constant near the boundary regardless of the data there. In contrast, smoothing with E H 2 allows the solution to vary near the boundary (see Fig. 11 ).
In Fig. 13 , we smooth a noisy simulation of heat diffusion on a range scan of a Nokia cellphone [Godil et al. 2009 ]. The abundance of free boundaries due to missing data highlights the effect of zero Neumann boundary conditions compared to the natural boundary conditions of E H 2 .
Minimization of an L 2 -norm -such as E ∆ 2 or E H 2 -prefers to distribute energy smoothly over the domain. In contrast, L 1 minimization prefers to concentrate high energy at sparse locations. At these locations we see the behavior of natural boundary conditions of the smoothness energy. Effectively, they become boundaries between low-energy regions. In Fig. 14, we smooth a toy function (a triangle wave plus noise). While L 2 smoothing E H 2 also rounds the peaks, L 1 smoothing E H 1 smooths away the noise but maintains the sharp creases.
In Fig. 15 , we smooth the noisy height data of a cathedral rooftop. Minimizing the L 1 -norm of the Laplacian (E ∆ 1 ) concentrates energy at isolated points, producing a circus tent appearance. In contrast, minimizing the L 1 -norm of the Hessian (E H 1 ) concentrates energy along creases, producing a piecewise planar rooftop.
E ∆ 1
E H 1 noisy input Fig. 15 . Unlike L 2 minimization, the behavior of E ∆ 1 = ∫ |∆u | dA and E H 1 = ∫ |H u | F dA are dramatically different in the interior.
Under the L 1 -norm, the difference between minimizers does not rely on the presence of a boundary. Indeed, even for closed surfaces with no boundary, we see very different behavior. In Fig. 16 , we treat the surface's geometry as the input data f and take smoothing steps where the data-versus-smoothness weight acts as an implicit timestep parameter controlling a geometric flow. The E H 1 flow of the Bunny forms 1D creases bounding smooth, near-developable (low Gaussian curvature) patches. This application is inspired by image smoothing with sparse norms [Xu et al. 2011 ] and as such the results are reminiscent of surface contrast enhancing methods (e.g., [He and Schaefer 2013] ). In contrast, the E ∆ 1 flow quickly concentrates energy at isolated points suspended in a near-minimal (low mean curvature) surface.
CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK
Energies built with the Hessian rather than the Laplacian unlock high-order boundary conditions that are especially useful when boundaries are to be conceptually ignored during problem modeling.
In future work, we would like to investigate a discretization of E H 2 for 3D triangle meshes that accounts for the covariant derivative (see Section 5.3.1). For flat domains, it would be interesting to explore boundary-only discretizations (cf. [Chen and Weber 2015] ) or subspace deformation for solid objects. Initial derivations suggest that point constraints may not lead to smooth minimizers of second-order smoothness energies for solids. One possibility, however daunting, may be to consider the squared Frobenius norm of the three-tensor of third derivatives, an energy with only quadratic functions in its null space. We hope that our work sheds new light on familiar problems and provides insights into the power of the natural boundary conditions of the squared Hessian energy for geometry processing problems. Many applications that are currently using the squared Laplacian energy with zero Neumann boundary conditions can potentially profit by trying the squared Hessian energy with natural boundary conditions alongside it.
